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to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few
working days for your order to arrive. More Details Less Details. This is an original used OEM
Fan Clutch that's guaranteed to fit a Ford Expedition with the applicable vehicle manufacturer's
specifications. This is an original used OEM Air Cleaner Assembly that's guaranteed to fit a
Ford Expedition with the applicable vehicle manufacturer's specifications. XLT, 4DR. This is an
original used OEM Steering Gear that's guaranteed to fit a Ford Expedition with the applicable
vehicle manufacturer's specifications. For more information go to Sport utility vehicles had
been the hottest segment in the automotive market when Ford Motor Company rolled out its
Expedition in the year Six years earlier before Ford Expedition came out, the Ford Explorer had
been introduced to the buying public. However, in its desire to get hold of the position it has
successfully maintained all throughout the years of its stay in the business, the company has
decided to go bigger and more efficient. For vehicle users who go after the size, height, power,
and the drive and ride comforts, Ford Expedition proves to be a good choice. A sweet spot in
the hearts of those auto aficionados who want a change in their vehicle styles and powers is
triggered as Ford Expedition offers the best possibility of satisfaction for them to enjoy. In
keeping up true to Ford Motor Company's word of satisfactory service, natural conservation,
affordability and optimum performance, Ford Expedition parts are of the highest grade
materials. Because Henry Ford's founding concept has been entirely based on the
consideration of money value, Ford Motor Company's engineers scout for the best and finest
materials to make up the Expedition parts which are durable, tough, and reliable. Ford vehicle's
affordability does not stand commensurate with the dwindling of the quality and performance it
is supposed to provide the consumers and patrons. As the vehicle's name suggests, it is able to
keep up well-tuned and reliable amidst the toughest road trials and could well bear
long-distance drives maintaining its precise steering and capable maneuvering. Ford
Expedition, which platform has been based from the popularly known F-series trucks weighs a
thousand pounds more than that of the mid-size sport utility vehicle Ford Explorer and seats up
to eight passengers more comfortably. Point-blank speaking, for the families who are fond of
going to long and out-of-town trips and need the cargo space as provided by minivans, Ford
Expedition is the answer to that need. Most people already thought the hottest segment of sport
utility vehicles in the planet were then extra big in room and cargo space. Yet, their perception
has been proven wrong when Ford launched its bigger Expedition which possessed the most
durable and quality-based Expedition parts. The big and brawny Ford Expedition has then
become a constant target of those who hated the thought of sport utility vehicles. Well, sorry for
them because this full-size sport utility vehicle continuously ranks well in sales surveys
primarily because it fits the consumers' lifestyle and vehicle requirements. Yes, Ford Expedition
is tough and durable, a full-size SUV that places great emphasis on utility itself. It provides
customers with decent fuel economy, a state-of-the art technology, safety features and
impressive performance. All cars, including your Ford Expedition, will inevitably get worn down
due to constant use. In order to avoid early deterioration of your SUV, you must be aware of
how to maintain it properly. Getting to know the essential fluids of your car is a great way to
start. The car fluids are responsible in keeping your car in good shape as they provide
lubrication for your engine parts. Here are the five basic fluids that you need to know, and you
should check on, in order to maintain the superb working condition of your SUV. The
transmission fluid is responsible for keeping your gears moving flawlessly. Check your
transmission fluid at least once a month using the same procedure as in checking your engine
oil, except that your car must be running while you are checking it. If you noticed that the level
of your transmission is very low, it is advisable that you seek the help of a mechanic. Experts
suggest that replacement of your transmission fluid must be every 50, to , miles. The brake fluid
keeps your car brakes running smoothly. Make sure that your brake fluids are clean to avoid
any unexpected malfunction when you hit the road. If you detect any problems in your brake
fluids, immediately call your mechanic for assistance. Vehicle manufacturers often suggest that
changing your brake fluid should be done at least once every 2 years. Replacing your brake
fluid on recommended intervals is a must to ensure your safety. The power steering fluid is
responsible for allowing your car to be steered properly. In order to maintain its efficiency, a
regular inspection of your power steering fluid is necessary. If you detect a problem on your
power steering fluid, you must immediately contact a professional to help you. The mechanic
will usually advise you to drain and flush out the old fluid and replace it with a new one. The
windshield wiper fluid is in the form of a liquid soap which is responsible for making your
windshield free of dust, dirt, grime and other pollutants. A clean windshield provides you a clear
vision navigating the road, allowing you to be more alert of the surroundings. The motor oil is
the one responsible for lubricating all the moving parts of your engine's crankcase, preventing
the high heat and friction to cause damage to the other parts of your car such as the pistons

and valves. Without motor oil, your engine will stop working altogether. So, proper maintenance
is a MUST. You must remember that all of these fluids are necessary in ensuring the optimum
performance of your car. Think of an SUV, and an image of a big and monstrous vehicle comes
to mind. What completely defines it is an addition of unlimited supply of ideas for extras and
features to the raw power of the car. Not only is this car a perfect utility vehicle, it is also ideal
for a big family to comfortably ride in luxury. The all-new Ford Expedition was released as a
replacement to the old Ford Bronco. The car made its presence felt with a V8 engine that gave
the car as much as hp. Add a 4-speed automatic transmission across all trims, and an optional
Ford Control Trac 4-wheel drive system, heavy loads and cargo were not a problem for the car.
For a beast-like engine, its interior was as homey by comparison. Luxury seats, leather
upholstery, power roofs, climate control, a superb sound system, and many more features gave
the Expedition all the amenities it needed. Working from the success of the first generation
Expedition, things just got better as years passed. One major change was the independent rear
suspensionâ€”believed to limit towing capabilityâ€”for new models. This was a big advantage
for an SUV. Engine power was also significantly increased to give horsepower. Exterior trims
were improved as new bumpers, grille, lights, and trims were added. Some interior changes
included easier accessibility and modification of seats, a navigation system, and an
entertainment system. Currently, Ford integrates designs from the successful F to the already
excellent Expedition. Inside, the cabin is more spacious than past models. Tons of electronic
assists and amenities are also included. But where the current Expedition really excels is in the
mechanical and technical department. With an always reliable and powerful engine, new
6-speed automatic transmission, and improved suspension, this easy-to-drive SUV has
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